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Your Tour GuideYour Tour Guide
NeyNey

My official name is Rosiney Lima 
Maia, but all my friends call me 
Ney. I was raised inside the jungle 
in a small village where I learned 
how to hike, fish, hunt and camp in 
the Amazon rainforest.

I started working as a jungle guide 
to show tourists the way into the 
jungle in 2000. During the time, I 
learned English, so I can tell you all 
the jungle stories of the Amazon. 
My specialty is the Northern part of 
Manaus, because that is where I 
know my way around best.

Ate logo!
Ney



InformationInformation

How long should I go?

The approach is simple: you go together with a survival expert into the 
Amazon rainforest and do what is necessary to survive and thrive in the 
jungle. Typical activities of a survival tour include navigation through the 
rainforest, making a fire, kayak, hunting and gathering food. You can 
choose to stay on a single spot or trek through the forest during your 
survival trip.

How does it work?

To really emerce yourself in the jungle takes a while, so you should plant to 
go at least 3 days and 2 nights. There is no upper limit to the number of 
days you can go. However most survivors don’t go longer than a week.



InformationInformation
What to bring?

We take care of the necessary equipment, including hammocks a machette 
and a first aid kit. You should bring light gear that you can easiliy carry and 
clothes that dry quickly and offer proper protection when going through 
rough terrain. If you have some handy survival tools that you are allowed to 
bring on a plane, just take them with you.

The survival tour takes place in the Rio Urubu area. This river is a tributary 
to the Amazon and it is surrounded by dense forest with only a few 
inhabitants. The area is located about 200 kilometer from Manaus.

You will travel by bus and boat to the jungle lodge Rio Urubu that we have in 
that area. This is the starting point for your survival tour.
If you have a preference for a different region or you would like to encounter 
certain types of animals, please let us know. We will see if another area is 
better suited for what you have in mind.

Area



ActivitiesActivities

Fish For FoodFish For Food

Make a fire

Fishing is a relative easy way to get food 
as the Amazon has an amazing variety of 
fish. You will learn different fishing 
styles, such as fishing with a net, 
spearfishing in the night and fishing 
piranhas with a rod and bait.

The activities of a survival tour include navigating your way through 
the jungle, making fire, kayak, hunting and gathering food

Fire making is an essential survival skill and not the easiest one. You 
will learn how to gather the right wood and material for your fire and 
how to ignite it (the hard part).



ActivitiesActivities

Indigenous tribes traditionally use this technique to hunt for small 
animals. You learn how to make your own blowpipe and use it.

Indigenous tribes traditionally use this technique to hunt for small 
animals. You learn how to make your own blowpipe and use it.

Navigate the rainforest

Hunt with a blowpipe

The jungle is dense at a lot of places, which makes navigating a difficult 
task. Our survival experts will teach you some clever tricks, so you can 
find your way out of the jungle and don’t keep walking around in circles.



ActivitiesActivities

h t t p s : / /
o f f r o a d s t r a v e l . c o m /
request-a-booking/

BOOK TOUR NOW      >

Enjoy nature
Regardless of how tough a survival tour can be, never forget to enjoy the 
beautiful nature along the way!

Heavy rains can make you completely wet in minutes and causes you body 
temperature to drop significantly. This is one of the reasons why preparing 
a solid shelter is a good idea. You will build your own shelter from local 
materials together with our survival expert, so you keep dry and save from 
the animals.

Create a shelter

https://offroadstravel.com/request-a-booking/
https://offroadstravel.com/request-a-booking/
https://offroadstravel.com/request-a-booking/


AccommodationAccommodation
You sleep in the jungle with self made camps.You sleep in the jungle with self made camps.



PricesPrices
Our PricesOur Prices

DiscountsDiscounts

€225 / $270

3 Day Tour:

4 Day Tour:

5 Day Tour:

6 Day Tour:

Children aged 0-12 - 50% off
Children aged 12-16 - 25% off
Groups of 4+ - 10% off

€300 / $360

€375 / $450

€450 / $540

All prices of the jungle tours 
include a professional tour guide, 
lodging, all excursions, food, 
mineral water and fruit juices, 
the transport to and from the 
jungle lodge, and the transfer 
from the airport to your hotel in 
Manaus when you arrive .
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https://offroadstravel.com/
request-a-booking/BOOK TOUR NOW      >

BookingBooking

CancellationCancellation

For bookings please use the button above and visit our 
website at www.amazontourmanaus.com, or e-mail us 
directly at info@offroadstravel.com. 

The booking is finalised after the confirmation of the pre-
payment of 30% is seen. The remaining 70% is due to be 
paid at arrival in Manaus, in EUR, USD, or BRL.

If you cannot make it to Brazil and need to cancel your 
tour, this is possible. 

If the cancellation is made 2 weeks before the Tour start 
date, you can obtain your 30% pre-payment back.

For more Terms and Conditions information please visit 
our website.

https://offroadstravel.com/request-a-booking/
https://offroadstravel.com/request-a-booking/

